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Abstract: Timber-concrete composite floors can be seen as bi-dimensional elements constituted by 
repeatable longitudinal elements (timber beams) connected through an element capable to spread 
the load on the transverse direction (concrete slab). This is usually a fact to “take advantage of” in 
terms of design, in the light of current regulations, with the analysis of a “T-shape” beam. 
Nevertheless, when concerning the action of concentrated loads, considering them supported 
entirely by the beam to which they are applied can result in a disadvantage rather than an 
advantage. This study focus on the distribution of load in the transverse direction when composite 
floors are subjected to concentrated loads. There were analyzed not only timber-concrete composite 
floors, that already have proven their value, but also relatively new solutions as those using cross 
laminated timber (CLT) combined with steel beams. The results show that the load received by “the 
loaded beam” can be far from 100%. 
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1. Introduction 

Timber-concrete composite structures arose at the early decades of the last century [1–3] as a 
consequence of the steel shortage in the period between World Wars. As well as the reinforced 
concrete structures, these composite structures have been developed in order to take the best 
advantage of each material that compose them. Besides performing well when subjected to tension 
efforts, the timber element is, at the same time, light and obtained from a renewable resource. The 
good mechanical behavior of concrete when subjected to compression is well known and, when 
compared with a solution made solely by timber, it adds stiffness, improves load bearing capacity, 
sound insulation and vibration performance of these composite solutions. 

In the last decades, numerous developments took place in the field of timber and engineered 
timber products. At the end of the 20th century, beginning of the 21st century a large-sized 
engineered timber product consisting of perpendicular layers, made by juxtaposed boards, started to 
gain market [4]. This product, known as cross-laminated timber (CLT) or “X-lam”, is quite versatile 
and can be applied in several applications, either in- and out-of-plane. CLT is also used to build 
composite structures, e.g. composite floors, combined with a concrete upper layer or with steel beams. 

The present study focuses on timber-concrete and CLT-steel composite floors, specifically on 
their behavior when subjected to concentrated loading. A common approach to the design of 
timber-concrete bi-dimensional elements, as being constituted by repeatable longitudinal elements 
connected through an element capable to spread the load on the transverse direction, consists of 
considering a “T-shape” beam to which the entire load is associated [5]. This do not correspond to 
what is the actual behavior of these composite floors. In fact, the amount of load transmitted to the 
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remaining longitudinal elements can overcome 60% [6]. If this could be considered in the design of 
these composite floors, it would give the designer a wide margin to turn it less expensive and 
environmentally friendly. 

2. Goals and Approach 

As exposed, the current standardization does not take advantage of the fact that the beam over 
which the load is applied does not receive it entirely. This study aims to understand how the 
concentrated load is distributed transversally through the composite floor in order to obtain a final 
composite solution more economical and ecological. 

Two main composite floors were studied. They differ essentially on the materials that compose them: 

1. Timber-concrete composite (TCC) floors, composed by a concrete thin slab mechanically 
connected to various timber beams; and 

2. CLT-Steel (CLT-S) floors, composed by a CLT slab mechanically connected to various steel beams. 

To perform this analysis a finite element (FE) based model, developed and validated by the 
authors [7], was used. The numerical model was developed on SAP2000 using frame elements to 
model the beams, shell elements to model the slabs and decks and link elements to model the 
connectors. The composite floors were subjected to concentrated point and line loads applied at the 
slab level, right above each beam, at mid and quarter span and aligned with the beam longitudinal 
axis, respectively.  

Although it is expected soon, neither the CLT nor the timber-concrete or timber-steel composite 
elements have a standardized design procedure. Therefore, from the common approaches to the 
design of these composite floors the one explained in the Annex B of EN 1995 [5] was the chosen one. 
For the same structural scheme (4.00 × 4.00 m2, with beams 0.60 m apart from each other), both floors 
were designed aiming at obtaining similar effective stiffnesses. The components of each of the 
modeled composite floors, geometrical properties and material characteristics are presented in Figure 
1 and Table 1. 
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Figure 1. Composite floor geometry and components: (a) plan view scheme; cross section A-A’: (b) 
TCC floor; (c) CLT-S floor. 
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Table 1. Material and cross-sectional characteristics. 

Composite Floor Timber Grade Concrete Steel 

TCC 
0.10 × 0.20 m2 GL 24 h (timber layers made of laminations 

of graded as T14 1 (C24 2)) 

0.05 m thick 
C25/30 3 
concrete 

- 

CLT-S 
3 layer (2 along the x-direction), 40 mm thick, CL 24 (timber 

layers made of laminations of graded as T14 1 (C24 2)) 
- 

IPE120 S275 4 
profile 

1 According to FprEN 14080 [8]. 2 According to EN 338 [9]. 3 According to EC2 [10]. 4 According to EC3 [11]. 

3. Results and Discussion 

To analyze the manner in which the loading is transversally distributed to each beam, quantities 
as the support reactions (sr), the vertical displacement (vd) and longitudinal bending moment (bm) at 
mid span were collected and analyzed. Due to the symmetrical properties of the modeled floors 
relatively to the central beam (B4), only the results from the first four beams are presented. Figure 2 
summarizes the results in terms of sr and bm distribution, for the three loading cases. The existence 
of load distribution is absolutely clear, being more evident as the loaded beam is the innermost. In 
terms of sr the distribution percentages were of about 12% (lin) to 19% (½ span) for the external 
beams (B1 and B7) and about of 57% (lin) to 76% (½ span) for the central beam (B4). As for the bm, 
there is a higher distribution concerning the external beams, when compared with that of sr, varying 
between 45% (½ span) and 66% (¼ span); for the central beam the percentages are, once again, more 
expressive 65% (½ span) to 87% (¼ span). There is a small difference (max. of 4%) when comparing 
the results obtained for the two floors. This could be justified by the fact that, although the floors had 
similar effective stiffnesses, the concrete slab and CLT deck have not, with the stiffer element having 
greater ability to spread the load. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Transverse distribution of: (a) sr and (b) bm. 

4. Conclusions 

Concentrated loads are common loadings on building floors. The use of composite floors with 
wood-engineered products, as GL and CLT, whether better known solutions, as the timber-concrete 
floors, or new ones, as the CLT-steel floors, showed to have the ability to distribute the load that is 
applied immediately above the beam under consideration to the adjacent ones. The values of 
distribution were quite significant in some cases, reaching about 75% for the central beam loaded at 
mid span.  

Author Contributions: A.D. and S.M. conceived the studied issue; S.M. developed the numerical model, 
performed the modelling tasks, analyzed the data and wrote the paper; A.D. and S.L. wrote the paper. 
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